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Abstract—In multichannel system, user could keep transmitting over an instantaneous “on peak” channel by opportunistically

accessing and switching among channels. Previous studies rely on constant transmission duration, which would fail to leverage more

opportunities in time and frequency domain. In this paper, we consider opportunistic channel accessing/releasing scheme in

multichannel system with Rayleigh fading channels. Our main goal is to derive a throughput-optimal strategy for determining when and

which channel to access and when to release it. We formulate this real-time decision-making process as a two-dimensional optimal

stopping problem. We prove that the two-dimensional optimal stopping rule can be reduced to a simple threshold-based policy.

Leveraging the absorbing Markov chain theory, we obtain the optimal threshold as well as the maximum achievable throughput with

computational efficiency. Numerical and simulation results show that our proposed channel utilization scheme achieves up to

140 percent throughput gain over opportunistic transmission with a single channel and up to 60 percent throughput gain over

opportunistic channel access with constant transmission duration.

Index Terms—Opportunistic channel access/release, optimal stopping, time-frequency diversity, finite-state Markov channel

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IMPROVING transmission efficiency over wireless channels is
a well studied but still hot research topic in wireless

communication area. A key research issue is dealing with the
time-varying nature of wireless channels, which is caused by
multipath propagation in mobile environments. Conven-
tional signal processing approaches such as equalization,
coding, etc., [1], [2] in physical layer are not enough, as many
studies [3], [4], [5] have shown more potential to further
improve system throughput by exploiting the opportunities
in channel dynamics. Specifically, as the qualities of different
channels may differ significantly at the same time, user could
sequentially probe channels and then opportunistically
access an instantaneous good channel for data transmission.

Recent studies such as [6], [7], [8] have made considerable
progress in devising opportunistic access strategies for
exploiting such kind of link-layer diversity.

However, all these investigations are built upon a constant
transmission duration model, which results in inefficient
opportunity exploitation. Commonly, the transmission dura-
tion is set to be channel coherence time, and they construct
opportunistic access strategies with the assumption that
channel quality would remain unchanged during a coher-
ence time and change independently across coherence times.
Since coherence time is a statistical measure of the time
duration over which channel quality is highly correlated [1],
the actual channel may either keep in a good state for much
longer than coherence time or go bad quickly during the
coherence time. Thus, holding on a constant transmission
duration may lead to opportunity loss in either time domain
(as the channel is still in good state, but should be released
due to the end of transmission slot) or frequency domain (as
the channel quality becomes poor, but should still transmit
over it due to transmission duration constraints).

Motivated by the above observations, we aim to devise a
more flexible channel utilization scheme, exploiting instan-
taneous opportunities in both time and frequency domain.
Unlike previous work assuming time-independent block
fading, we characterize the time dependence of Rayleigh
fading channel by introducing finite-state Markov channel
(FSMC) model. In our scheme, the decisions on which
channel to access as well as how long to use it are made
according to the instantaneous channel quality. Our main
goal is to devise the throughput-optimal channel access and
release strategy for such dynamic multichannel system.
There are mainly two challenges.

First, two-dimensional opportunity exploitation problem
is more complex than previous studies. User should make
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decisions in time and frequency domain, purely depending
on the instantaneous quality of the operating channel and the
statistical information of candidate channels. Switching
among channels in frequency scale and probing channel
quality in time scale will lead to the increased computation
complexity and extra communication overhead.

Second, we consider both channel accessing and releasing
processes in one theoretical framework. These two processes
are continuous to each other and highly correlated. After an
optimal stopping point is achieved, we also need to provide
an optimal restart point for continuous channel utilization
process. Obviously, conventional optimal stopping theory
cannot be applied to this issue directly.

In this work, we first decompose the joint two-dimen-
sional optimization problem into a two stage, one-dimen-
sional optimization problem. And then prove that the
optimal channel release strategy has a threshold structure
under the Rayleigh fading channel. Based on the threshold-
based channel release strategy in time domain, we further
prove that the optimal channel access strategy in frequency
domain also shows threshold property. Further analysis
shows that the two-dimensional optimal stopping rule can be
reduced to a simple one-threshold policy. Finally, we obtain
the optimal threshold as well as corresponding achievable
throughput by constructing an absorbing Markov analytical
model, where an absorbing state is a state that cannot be left
away once entered in.

Our main contributions of the paper can be summarized
as follows:

. A novel opportunistic channel utilization scheme for
flexibly exploiting link-layer time-frequency diver-
sity is proposed. We devise a throughput-optimal
strategy for determining when and which channel to
access and when to release it. We show that our
proposed scheme achieves throughput gains over
traditional approaches (up to 140 percent over
opportunistic transmission (OT) with a single channel
and up to 60 percent over opportunistic channel
access (OCA) with constant transmission duration).

. A two-dimensional optimal stopping analytical fra-
mework for characterizing the continuous decision-
making process in both time and frequency domain is
established. We prove that the throughput-optimal
channel access and release strategy has a simple one-
threshold structure, which shows relatively high
practicability for real time decision making based on
current hardware capability.

. An analytical model based on absorbing Markov
chain theory is proposed for analyzing the dynamic
data transmission process over Rayleigh fading
channel. Closed-form expression for the expected
throughput under the threshold-based strategy is
deduced. We further propose an efficient algorithm
whose time complexity is at most OðkÞ to attain the
optimal threshold, where k is the number of channel
states whose achievable rate is higher than the
expected rate of single channel.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 lists
the related work. Section 3 presents system model. In Section
4, we investigate in depth the problem of joint opportunistic
channel accessing and releasing control, and derive the
structural property of the optimal strategy. Section 5

constructs an analytical model for accurately analyzing
system performance and proposes an efficient algorithm for
acquiring the optimal strategy. In Section 6, we provide
numerical results. Finally, Section 7 concludes our paper.

2 RELATED WORK

There have been several literatures on investigating optimal
channel access strategies for exploiting frequency diversity in
multichannel networks [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. The gains from
opportunistic band selection is first analyzed by Sabharwal et
al. [6]. To balance the tradeoff between channel exploration
and exploitation, a finite-horizon optimal stopping analytical
model is proposed and the corresponding optimal channel
skipping policy is presented. Later, Guha et al. [7] and Chang
and Liu [8] consider such sequential channel probing and
accessing scheme in more general scenarios (e.g., with
arbitrary number of channels, statistically nonidentical
channels, and possibly different probing costs), and derive
corresponding optimal strategies with strong proofs. Most
recently, Shu and Krunz [9] consider a homogeneous channel
utilization scenario and focus on deriving the throughput-
optimal strategy in cognitive radio networks under sensing
errors, while Jiang et al. [10] focus on investigating
computation-efficient algorithm for acquiring the optimal
order in sequential channel sensing/probing and accessing
process under optimal stopping rule.

Along a different avenue, opportunistic scheduling [11],
[12] investigate multiuser diversity exploitation in single
channel networks. Chaporkar and Proutiére [11] consider
the broadcast fading channel, where a single transmitter
sends data to several receivers. Using stochastic control
formulation, they derived the optimal scheduling strategy.
Zheng et al. [12] consider distributed opportunistic schedul-
ing in an ad hoc network, where many links contend for the
same channel using random access. The optimal scheme
turns out to be a pure threshold policy by using optimal
stopping formulation.

All existing studies on optimizing link-layer diversity
exploitation consider constant transmission duration model,
with the assumption that channel state holds unchange
during the transmission duration and changes indepen-
dently across durations. In contrast, we consider a more
realistic scenario, where the time dependence of Rayleigh
fading channel is characterized by FSMC model. Further-
more, the problem we considered in this study is not
deriving the optimal channel accessing policy only, but a
joint strategy for determining when to access medium as well
as when to release it with instantaneous channel state. In
such case, the traditional single-dimension stochastic opti-
mization approaches as used in [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]
are no longer applicable in solving our two-dimensional
decision-making problem.

Apart from the above-mentioned work that investigates
optimal control on diversity exploitation using stochastic
optimization framework, there are also many studies on
protocol design for achieving diversity gain. Auto Rate
Fallback (ARF) [13] is the first commercial implementation
system with multirate capability. Motivated by the fact that
channel quality is highly correlated during a coherence time,
Opportunistic Auto Rate (OAR) [14] grants the user a
constant access time that allows multiple packet transmis-
sions back to back. Using the channel skipping policy
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derived in [6], Multichannel Opportunistic Auto Rate
(MOAR) is proposed to exploit the channel variation across
multiple channels [3]. We believe that our proposed policy
can be applied to these protocols for further improving the
system throughput.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work
jointly optimizing the time and frequency opportunities
exploitation using stochastic control theory.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a one-hop ad hoc system consisting of M users
and N channels. Users in the networks are equipped with
software-defined radio (SDR)-based transceiver, thus could
opportunistically access arbitrary channel with flexible
transmission parameters. In such opportunistic spectrum
utilization system, there are usually more available channels
than the concurrent communication pairs could use. For
example, there are about 50 channels in TV band and more
than 20 TV channels are available for white-space commu-
nication at a time with half of the US population [15];
meanwhile, the number of concurrent communication pairs
in one hop is commonly less than 20. Considering these
factors, we assume M < N throughout this paper.

3.1 Measurement-Based Opportunistic Channel
Utilization Mechanism

The procedure of the proposed opportunistic channel
utilization scheme can be described as follows. When a user
wants to send data, it transmit a RTS packet in the control
channel.1 If the receiver is in the control channel and is ready
to receive data, it sends back a CTS. We assume that a channel
probing sequence (e.g., based on random-number generator)
is shared via such handshake. Then, the transmitter and
receiver skip to the first channel of the shared probing
sequence simultaneously and carry out the measurement-
based channel utilization process as depicted in Fig. 1.

There exist two kinds of channel measurements in our
scheme: probing channel in frequency domain and mon-
itoring channel in time domain.

For probing channels in frequency domain, user needs to
switch among channels. Each channel switching needs tswitch

for radio parameters (e.g., frequency, modulation, and power
level) adjustment. With the advanced development hardware
[16], the channel switching time is commonly lower than 100
microseconds. Then, a DIFS time is consumed for carrier
sensing, so as to make sure that user would not conflict with
an ongoing transmission. If the channel is found to be
occupied by data transmission, user skips to another channel
immediately. Otherwise, user contends for channel probing
by the transmitter sending a training sequence embedded
RTS. The receiver should respond with a CTS if it successfully
receives the RTS, feeding back the estimated channel quality
information. Based on the observed channel state, user makes
decision on whether to access current channel or to skip to
continue channel probing process.

For transceiver synchronization in case of probing
collisions, both the transmitter and the receiver would stay
in current channel2 excepting that: 1) some other user
probes the channel successfully and accesses the channel for
data transmission; or 2) user wins the probing contention
and finds that the channel state is poor for himself to use.

When the user decides to access a channel after observing
that the channel is in good state, it transmits data packet
sequentially with a packet duration �d, using the correspond-
ing maximum achievable rate. By embedding training
sequence into the tail of the DATA packet and the channel
quality information into ACK, the user monitors channel
quality variations periodically. Since the channel monitoring
needs neither channel switching nor additional measure-
ment packets, it costs only tens of microseconds [17], which
is much more time saving than channel probing. Similarly,
after receiving each ACK, user makes real-time decision on
whether to continue transmitting over current channel or to
release it for a new round of channel searching process.

Clearly, under the same decision rule, the transmitter and
receiver will always probe, access, and switch to the same
channel synchronously, since they shared the same channel
skipping sequence and observed the same channel condition.

3.2 Wireless Channel Model

Wireless channels are assumed to experience independent
Rayleigh fading (i.e., channels are separated by more than a
coherent bandwidth). A Rayleigh fading channel can be
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Fig. 1. Measurement-based frequency-temporal opportunity exploitation scheme.

1. The control channel may be a dedicated one or rendezvous channel set
with a pseudorandom channel switching design [6].

2. Meanwhile, the transmitter would retransmit the RTS packet with a
random back off time when no CTS feedback is received.



accurately modeled as a finite-state Markov channel in a
slow fading environment [18], [19], [20]. Each state corre-
sponds to one transmission mode for adaptive modulation
and coding. With a K state FSMC: f0; 1; . . . ; K � 1g, the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) � at the receiver can be
partitioned into multiple nonoverlapping intervals by SNR
thresholds �k (k 2 f0; 1; . . .Kg), where 0 ¼ �0 < �1 <
�2 < � � � < �K ¼ 1. The channel is in state k if �k � � <
�kþ1 and user can achieve the data rate RðkÞ ¼ B log2ð1 þ
�kÞ bps. Without loss of generality, we denote the gap on
transmission rate between adjacent channel states as �. Thus,
�k ¼ 2

k�
B � 1, where k 2 f0; 1; . . .K � 1g.

As in a typical multipath propagation environment, the
received instantaneous SNR � is distributed exponentially
with p.d.f. [19], [20]

p �ð Þ ¼ 1

�0
exp � �

�0

� �
; � � 0: ð1Þ

Here, �0 is the average received SNR, and the steady-
state probability �k (k ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; K � 1) is given by

�k ¼
Z �kþ1

�k

p �ð Þd� ¼ e�
�k
�0 � e�

�kþ1
�0 : ð2Þ

It is assumed that state transitions can occur only between
adjacent channel states [19], [20]. The state transition
probability qs;s0 can be obtained as follows:

qk;k�1 ¼
� �kð Þ
�k

�d; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K � 1

qk;kþ1 ¼
� �kþ1ð Þ
�k

�d; k ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; K � 2

qk;k ¼ 1� qk;kþ1 � qk;k�1; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K � 2

q0;0 ¼ 1� q0;1; qK�1;K�1 ¼ 1� qK�1;K�2;

ð3Þ

where �d is the length of packet duration time and �ð�Þ is the
level crossing rate function given by [19], [20]

� �ð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2��

�0

s
fde
� �
�0 : ð4Þ

Here, fd denotes the maximum Doppler frequency shift
due to mobility. According to (3) and (4), it is clear that the
channel state transition rate is proportional to the node’s
mobile speed.

4 PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMAL CHANNEL ACCESS/
RELEASE STRATEGY

In this section, we formulate the decision-making process as
a two-dimensional optimal stopping problem and derive
the properties of the optimal stopping rule which max-
imizes the system throughput.

4.1 Problem Formulation

We consider the couple of continuous sequential channel
probing process and data transmission and channel monitoring

process as one decision epoch (as shown in Fig. 1).
Each channel probing process consists of several channel

probing steps, where one probing step is defined as the
procedure of successfully observing an channel (i.e., finding

an idle channel and successfully probing it). Let �S be the time

cost for taking one channel switching plus carrier sensing,

and �R be the time consumed for one round of measurement

packets exchanging. Then, the time cost for the ‘th channel

probing step is given by �‘p ¼ �‘�S þ �R, where �‘ 2 f1; 2; . . .g
is the number of channels user skipped before successfully

probing a channel. Denote s‘ as the corresponding observed

channel state. The frequency domain channel quality ob-

servations fs1; s2; . . .g satisfy the channel steady-state dis-

tribution �k, which can be derived from (2).
When the user decides to access a channel after

observing channel state si, the channel quality of currently

operating channel is monitored packet by packet, where

the monitoring cost for each duration �d is �m. The time

domain observations fs1
i ; s

2
i ; . . .g can be characterized by

conditional probability qk;l ¼ Prfs‘þ1
i ¼ l s‘i ¼ k

�� g, which are

given by (3).
Suppose that user decides to access a channel with state

si after the ith channel probing step, and then release the

channel when the channel state turns to sji in the jth channel

monitoring step, then, the observed channel state sequence

is fs1; s2; . . . ; si; s
1
i ; s

2
i ; . . . ; sjig, and the throughput reward is

given by

� i; jð Þ ¼ b i; jð Þ
t i; jð Þ ¼

�d � �mð Þ
Pj�1

‘¼0 R s‘i
� �

Pi
‘¼1 �

‘
p þ j�d

; ð5Þ

where bði; jÞ and tði; jÞ are, respectively, the number of

transmitted bits and consumed time in the decision epoch

consisting of i probing steps and j monitoring steps. Rðs‘iÞ
denotes the maximum achievable rate of channel in channel

state s‘i , and s0
i ¼ si.

Define � ¼: f ¼ ðI; JÞ : 0 � I � 1; 0 � J � 1g as the

set of all possible two-dimensional stopping rules, where I

and J are the stopping rule for channel probing process and

data transmission process, respectively. Our objective is to

maximize the expected throughput, i.e.,

max
 2�

E �  ð Þ½ � ¼ max
 2�

E
Bð Þ
T ð Þ

� 	
: ð6Þ

Here, Bð Þ and T ð Þ are, respectively, denoted to be the

number of transmitted bits and consumed time in one

decision epoch under rule  .
As for each decision epoch, the channel states are

approximately independent between epochs (except the

channel current in using); thus, the decision process can

be regarded as an independent iterative process. Max-

imizing the true expected throughput E½Bð Þ=T ð Þ� is then

equivalent to maximizing the ratio E½Bð Þ�=E½T ð Þ� [21].

Consequently, our goal is simplified to derive the optimal

joint rule  � 2 �, which is given by

 � ¼ arg max
 2�

E Bð Þ½ �
E T ð Þ½ � : ð7Þ

The major notations we use in this paper are listed in

Table 1.
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4.2 Structural Property of the Optimal Stopping
Rule

Since the optimal stopping rule I� and J� are interactive, it

is difficult to solve this joint stopping problem directly. To

decompose the multiplicative two-dimensional stopping

problem, we introduce the following lemma:

Lemma 1. If sup 2� E½Bð Þ � �T ð Þ� ¼ 0 can be satisfied, then

sup 2� E½Bð Þ�=E½T ð Þ� ¼ �. Moreover, if sup 2� E½Bð Þ �
�T ð Þ� ¼ 0 is attained at  � 2 �, then  � is optimal for

maximizing sup 2� E½Bð Þ�=E½T ð Þ�.

The result of Lemma 1 is evident. Strict proof can be

found in [21].
Leveraging this lemma, we construct a new optimization

problem, where the reward is given by

wði;j;�Þ ¼ bði; jÞ � �tði; jÞ

¼ �d � �mð Þ
Xj�1

t¼0

R sti
� �
�
Xi
‘¼1

��‘p � j��d:
ð8Þ

The corresponding objective function is given by

V �ð Þ ¼ max
 2�

E Bð Þ � �T ð Þ½ �: ð9Þ

Then, according to Lemma 1, to derive the optimal rule
to the original rate of return problem is equivalent to find
the optimal strategy that maximizes V ð�Þ with a proper �.
Specifically, the parameter � can be considered as the

supposed expected system throughput. For a given �,
there exists an optimal strategy  �� (consists of I��; J

�
�) to

the transformed problem that achieves the maximum
expected reward V ð�Þ. V ð�Þ > 0 means that one could
increase � by applying a better strategy and V ð�Þ < 0
means that there is not any strategy could achieve the
supposed throughput. By tuning � that makes V ð�Þ ¼ 0
(denote as ��), we then obtain the optimal strategy  ��� ,
which is also the optimal solution to the original problem.
Correspondingly, �� is the maximum achievable system
throughput (i.e., answer for (6)).

Before diving into the detailed investigation of the
optimal rule, we first discuss the value scope of �� as follows:

Theorem 1. �� � ð�d��mÞ�d
�R, where �R ¼

PK�1
k¼0 �kRðkÞ.

Proof. Consider  1 ¼ fðI; JÞ : I ¼ 1; J ¼ 1g, which means
that user would access the first idle channel it sensed for
data transmission and never switch channel. In such case,
user could achieve the expected throughput E½�ð 1Þ� ¼
ð�d��mÞ

�d

PK�1
k¼0 �kRðkÞ. Recalling that �� is the expected

throughput under the optimal strategy  �, we have

�� ¼ E �ð �Þ½ � � E �ð 1Þ

 �

¼ �d � �mð Þ
�d

�R: ð10Þ

This completes the proof. tu
Based on Theorem 1, we now focus on exploring the

optimal strategy in � > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R.
For a given � and frequency domain stopping rule I, the

reward of releasing current channel after monitoring sjI can
be derived from (8)

w I;j;�ð Þ ¼ �d � �mð Þ
Xj�1

t¼0

R stI
� �
� j��d �

XI
‘¼1

��‘p

¼
Xj�1

t¼0



R stI
� �

�d � �mð Þ � ��d
�
�
XI
‘¼1

��‘p:

Then, the optimal temporal stopping rule J�ð�;IÞ is given by

J��;Ið Þ ¼ arg max
J

E
Xj�1

t¼0

R
�
stI
�
�d � �mð Þ � ��d


 �
�
XI
‘¼1

��‘p

" #

¼ arg max
J

E
Xj�1

t¼0

R
�
stI
�
�d � �mð Þ � ��d


 �" #
:

ð11Þ

As stated before, the mutual dependence between the
two-dimensional rules makes the optimal decision-making
problem involved. However, (11) shows that the impact of
frequency-domain stopping rule on the time domain strategy
can be fully represented by parameter �. Hence, we can
derive the structure of the optimal temporal stopping rule
under a given � first.

For this part, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Denote kr� ¼ maxfk : RðkÞ < �d�
ð�d��mÞg. For a given

� > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R, the optimal temporal stopping rule is given by

J�� ¼ min
�
j : sjI � kr�


: ð12Þ

Proof. We prove the theorem using two supporting lemmas.
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Summary of Notations



Denote 	‘2‘1 ¼
P‘2

‘¼‘1
½Rðs‘IÞð�d � �mÞ � ��d� as the sum-

mation of reward user obtained from ‘1 to ‘2. For the
problem defined in (11), we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2. For a given � and channel state sjI :

1. If there exists ‘ � 0 making E½	jþ‘j sjI
�� � � 0, then the

optimal strategy is to continue transmitting packet
over current channel;

2. If E½	jþ‘j sjI
�� � < 0 come into existence for all ‘ � 0,

then the optimal strategy is to stop.

Proof. Let Uj denote the expected reward one could attain

in the jth step under the optimal strategy, then we have

Uj ¼ max
�
	j�1

0 ; 	j�1
0 þmax

‘
E


	jþ‘j

��sjI�:
If there exists an integer ‘ � 0 making E½	jþ‘j sjI

�� � � 0,

then, 	j�1
0 þmax‘E½	jþ‘j sjI

�� � � 	j�1
0 . From the principle of

optimality, it is optimal to continue transmitting over

current channel. Otherwise, if for all ‘ � 0, E½	jþ‘j sjI
�� � < 0,

the best choice is to stop. tu
Define function fð‘; kÞ ¼ E½Rðsð‘ÞÞ s0 ¼ k

�� �, where ‘ ¼
0; 1; 2; . . . is the time index and k 2 f0; 1; . . . ; K � 1g is the

channel state. Then, we have

Lemma 3. fð‘; kÞ is a decreasing function of ‘ when k 2

fk : RðkÞ � �Rg and a increasing function of ‘ when k 2 fk:

RðkÞ < �Rg.
Proof. From (3), we obtain the one step expected rate

difference as

f 1; kð Þ � f 0; kð Þ ¼ �d�
�k

� �kþ1ð Þ � � �kð Þ½ �:

According to (4), there exists a SNR threshold ��

(corresponding to the data rate R�), satisfying that @�ð�Þ
@� �

0 in � � �� and @�ð�Þ
@� � 0 in � � ��, which means that

fð1; kÞ > fð0; kÞ in RðkÞ < R� and fð1; kÞ < fð0; kÞ in

RðkÞ > R�.

Recalling that the transitions would only occur

between adjacent states, thus for arbitrary channel state
k1, k2, where Rðk1Þ > R� > Rðk2Þ, we have Rðk1Þ ¼
fð0; k1Þ > fð1; k1Þ > R� > fð1; k2Þ > fð0; k2Þ ¼ Rðk2Þ. By

further recursive deductions, we have: Rðk1Þ > fð1; k1Þ >
� � � > fð1; k1Þ � R� � fð1; k2Þ > � � � > fð1; k2Þ > Rðk2Þ.
Since for all k, fð1; kÞ ¼ �R (property of the FSMC), we

conclude R� ¼ �R. tu
Next we prove Theorem 2.

On one hand, since kr� ¼ maxfk : RðkÞ< �d
ð�d��mÞ�g, if

sjI > kr�, we have RðsjIÞ � � �d
ð�d��mÞ . Then, E ½	jþ0

j js
j
I � ¼

RðsjIÞð�d � �mÞ � ��d > 0. According to Lemma 2, the

optimal strategy in this case is to continue transmitting

packet over current channel.

On the other hand, if sjI � kr�, RðsjIÞ < � �d
ð�d��mÞ . As

� > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R, we have E½Rðs1I Þ s
j
I

�� � ¼ �R < � �d
ð�d��mÞ . Ac-

cording to Lemma 3, for all ‘ � 0, we have tu

E


R
�
sjþ‘I

���sjI� ¼ f�‘; sjI�
� max

�
f
�
0; sjI

�
; f
�
1; sjI

�
¼ max

�
R
�
sjI
�
; E


R
�
s1I
�
jsjI
�

< max �
�d

�d � �m
; �R

� �
¼ ��d
�d � �m

:

Thus, we have E½Rðsjþ‘I Þð�d � �mÞ � ��d� < 0, 8‘ � 0.
Consequently, for all ‘ � 0, E½	jþ‘j sjI

�� � < 0. Based on
Lemma 2, we conclude that the optimal strategy here is to
stop transmitting packet over current channel.

Theorem 2 guarantees that there exists an optimal
temporal stopping rule leading to maximum expected
reward for the problem defined in (9). Moreover, the optimal
rule shows a simple threshold structural property: continu-
ing transmitting over current channel when the observed
channel state is better than kr� and switching to another
channel otherwise.

Based on the obtained optimal release threshold J�� , we
then derive the structure of joint optimal rule for a given � as
follows: for a given � with corresponding optimal temporal
stopping rule J�� , the reward of accessing a channel after
observing channel state si is

w i;J�
�
;�ð Þ ¼ b

0 si; k
r
�

� �
� �t0d si; kr�

� �
� �

Xi
‘¼1

�‘p; ð13Þ

where b0ðsi; kr�Þ and t0dðsi; kr�Þ denote, respectively, the
number of transmitted bits and data transmission time,
during the process that user accesses a channel with state si
and releases it when the channel state is no better than kr�.
Accordingly, the optimal stopping rule in frequency
domain is given by

I�ð�;J��Þ ¼ arg max
I

E


wði;J�

�
;�Þ
�

¼ arg max
I

(
E


b
�
si; k

r
�

��
� �E



td
�
si; k

r
�

��

� �E

"XI
‘¼1

�‘p

#)
:

ð14Þ

For the convenience of description, we introduce a
function h�ðk1; k2Þ, which is defined by h�ðk1; k2Þ¼

:
E½b0ðk1;

k2Þ� � �E½t0dðk1; k2Þ�. The optimal frequency domain stopping
rule for a given � is given by following theorem:

Theorem 3. Denote ka� ¼ minfk : h�ðk; kr�Þ � V ð�Þg, where

ka� > kr�. For a given � > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R, the optimal frequency-

domain stopping rule is given by

I�� ¼ min i : si � ka�
� 

: ð15Þ

Proof. As stated before, our model is an infinite-horizon
problem without recall. Suppose user pays �1

p and
observes s1. If user continues from this point, the s1 is
skipped and the cost �1

p has already been paid. Since the
expectation E½�p� is constant, which means that the
expected cost for a further observation is constant. Thus,
the decision-making process at arbitrary decision point is
totally the same as that at the very beginning, which means
the rule that leads maximum reward is invariant in time.
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Let V �ð�Þ denote the expected return from an optimal
frequency domain stopping rule I�ð�;J�

�
Þ. From the princi-

ple of optimality, if h�ðs1; k
r
�Þ < V �ð�Þ (after paying �1

p

and observing s1) user should continue, and if
h�ðs1; s

r
�Þ � V �ð�Þ user should stop. This argument can

be made at any decision point, since the decision-making
process is invariant in time. Hence, the rule given by the
principle of optimality is

I�� ¼ minfi � 1 : h� si; k
r
�

� �
� V ð�Þg: ð16Þ

Since channel transition probability qk;l ¼ 0 when jk�
lj > 1 and the data rate RðkÞ is strictly increasing with k,
h�ðsi; kr�Þ is a strictly increasing function of si. Thus, the
optimal accessing rule can be rewritten as

I�� ¼ min
�
i � 1 : si � ka�


;

where ka� ¼ minfk : h�ðk; kr�Þ � V ð�Þg.
This completes the proof. tu

According to Theorem 3, the optimal frequency-domain

stopping rule is also exhibiting a simple threshold structure,

despite the exact value of V ð�Þ is not known yet.
Now, according to Theorems 2 and 3, we conclude that

the optimal joint rule  �� defined in (9) shows threshold

structural property for � > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R. Thus, for the case that

the supposed maximum throughput �� > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R, the

optimal strategy  ��� must also be threshold based. As stated

before, �� is then the maximum achievable system through-

put and  ��� is exactly the solution to the original problem

(described by (7)).
To simplify the description, I��� , J

�
��, and  ��� are denoted

as I�, J�, and  �, respectively, in the following description.

Then, we have

Theorem 4. The joint optimal stopping rule can be described as

 � ¼ I; Jð Þ :
I ¼ min i : si � k�f g
J ¼ minfj : sji < k�g

� �
: ð17Þ

And following properties holds for the optimal threshold k�:

1. if �� > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R, then k� 2 fk : RðkÞ > �Rg;
2. if �� ¼ ð�d��mÞ�d

�R, then k� ¼ 0.

Proof. Case 1: �� > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R.
If the supposed system throughput �� > ð�d��mÞ

�d
�R, as

stated in Theorems 2 and 3, there exists a threshold kr��
for optimal channel release decision and a threshold
ka�� > kr�� for optimal channel access decision. Denote
k� ¼ kr�� þ 1. As kr�� ¼ maxfk : RðkÞ < �d

ð�d��mÞ�
�g, we have

R k�ð Þ � �d
�d � �m

��: ð18Þ

Note that under the channel release rule J�� , user
would transmit over the channel with state s only when
RðsÞ � �d

�d��m �
�. Thus, we have

h k�; kr��
� �

¼ E b0 k�; kr��
� �
 �

� ��E t0d k
�; kr��

� �
 �
� 0:

Then, k� can be described as

k� ¼ minfk : k > kr�� ;h k; kr��
� �

� 0g: ð19Þ

Recalling that V ð��Þ ¼ 0, according to Theorem 3, we
have

ka�� ¼ minfk : h k; kr��
� �

� V ��ð Þg
� minfk : h k; kr��

� �
� 0g:

ð20Þ

Then, from (19) and (20), we have k� ¼ ka�� ¼ kr�� þ 1. By
integrating Theorems 2 and 3, we get the form of joint
optimal rule as in (17).

Furthermore, according to (18), we have Rðk�Þ�
�d

�d��m �
� > �R. Then, the first part of this theorem is proved.

Case 2: �� ¼ ð�d��mÞ�d
�R.

In this case, the maximum expected throughput is
ð�d��mÞ

�d
�R. As mentioned before, strategy  1 ¼ fðI; JÞ : I ¼

1; J ¼ 1g leads to expected throughput ð�d��mÞ�d
�R. Thus,  1

is optimal strategy here. Note that I ¼ minfi : si � 0g ¼ 1
and J ¼ minfj : sji < 0g ¼ 1. Thus,  1 is equivalent to  �

with k� ¼ 0. Then, we get the second part of this theorem.tu

This theorem simplifies the joint two-dimensional
optimal stopping rule to a simple one-threshold policy,
which means that one can achieve maximum throughput by
the following simple strategy:

1. Probing channels sequentially in frequency domain
and accessing medium once the observed channel
state is better than or equal to k�;

2. Monitoring current in use channel packet by packet
and releasing it once the observed channel state is
worse than k�.

5 ACQUISITION OF THE OPTIMAL STRATEGY

In this section, we first analyze the channel access delay as
well as system throughput of the threshold-based channel
access/release approach. And then, we propose an efficient
algorithm for acquiring the optimal threshold.

5.1 Performance Analysis of Threshold-Based
Strategy

We first consider the sequential channel probing process
under the threshold-based opportunistic channel access
policy.

With the proposed collision-free channel utilization
scheme, the probability that an arbitrary probed channel is
occupied by some other user can be approximately treated
as 
B ¼ M�1

N , where M � 1 is the number of users currently
in the network and N is the number of available channels.
The corresponding probability that the probed channel is
idle is approximated to be 
I ¼ 1� M�1

N . Then, the expected
time consumed for probing an idle channel (i.e., expected
channel probing cost) E½�p� is given by

E �p

 �
¼
X1
�¼1


��1
B 
I ��S þ �Rð Þ

¼ 
I�S
X1
�¼1

�
��1
B þ 
I�R

X1
�¼1


��1
B

¼ �S

I
þ �R:

ð21Þ

Under threshold-based policy  k0 with access threshold
k0, user will access channel once the observed channel state
is better than or equal to k0. Thus, the expected time
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consumed in sequential channel probing process of one
decision epoch is given by

E Ta  k0ð Þ½ � ¼ E½�p�
X1
‘¼1

�
‘ Pr s‘ < k0ð Þ½ � ‘�1ð Þ

Pr s‘ � k0ð Þ


¼ E½�p�Pr s‘ � k0ð Þ
X1
‘¼1

�
‘ Pr s‘ < k0ð Þ½ � ‘�1ð Þ

¼ 1

1� Pk0
�S

I
þ �R

� �
;

ð22Þ

where Pk0 ¼: Prðs‘ < k0Þ ¼
Pk0�1

k¼0 �k and �k is the channel
steady-state probability defined in (2).

We now analyze the dynamic data transmission process
under threshold-based policy. For this part, we first
introduce the absorbing Markov chain model from [22].

Definition 1. A state k of a Markov chain is called absorbing if it is

impossible to leave it (i.e., qk;k ¼ 1). A Markov chain is

absorbing if it has at least one absorbing state, and if from every

state it is possible to go to an absorbing state (not necessarily in

one step).

By setting the states k < k0 as absorbing states, we
construct an absorbing Markov chain from the FSMC model
presented in Section 3.2. Then, the dynamic data transmis-
sion process under threshold policy  k0 is fully described by
the constructed absorbing Markov chain. The correspond-
ing transition matrix of the transient states is

Qk0 ¼

qk0;k0 qk0;k0þ1 � � � 0

qk0þ1;k0 qk0þ1;k0þ1 qk0þ1;k0þ2
..
.

0 . .
. . .

.
0

..

.
qK�2;K�3 qK�2;K�2 qK�2;K�1

0 � � � qK�1;K�2 qK�1;K�1

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;
;

where qk;l is defined in (3). Then, we have the following
statements from [22].

Lemma 4. For an absorbing Markov chain, the matrix I�Qk0

has an inverse U and U ¼ IþQk0 þQ2
k0 þ � � � The kl-entry

uk;l of the matrix U is the expected number of times the chain

is in state l, given that it starts in state k.

The strict proof of Lemma 4 can be found in [22,
Theorem 11.4 of chapter 11.2].

In the following expressions, we denote ðk; k0Þ as the
condition that user accesses a channel with state k and
releases it when the channel state is worse than k0 (where
k � k0). Then, according to Lemma 4, the expected time of a
data transmission phase under the condition ðk; k0Þ is

E t0d k; k
0ð Þ


 �
¼
X1
‘¼0

�de
T
kþ1�k0Q

‘ð Þ
k0 zK�1

k0

¼ �deTkþ1�k0 I�Qk0ð Þ�1zK�1
k0 ;

ð23Þ

where ekþ1�k0 is the ðkþ 1� k0Þth column of the identity
matrix IK�k0 , and zK�1

k0 is ðK � k0Þ 	 1 vector that all entries
are 1.

Then, the expected time of data transmission process in
one decision epoch under the policy  k0 can be calculated as

E Td  k0ð Þ½ � ¼ E E t0d k; k
0ð Þ


 �
k � k0j


 �
¼
�d
�PK�1

k¼k0 pke
T
kþ1�k0

�
ðI�Qk0 Þ�1zK�1

k0

1� Pk0

¼ �dp
K�1
k0 I�Qk0ð Þ�1zK�1

k0

1� Pk0
:

ð24Þ

Here, pK�1
k0 ¼

: ½�k0 ; �k0þ1; . . . ; �K�1�.
Similarly, we get the expected number of transmitted

bits in one decision epoch under the condition ðk; k0Þ as

follows:

E b0 k; k0ð Þ½ � ¼
X1
‘¼0

�d � �mð ÞeTkþ1�k0Q
‘ð Þ
k0 rK�1

k0

¼ �d � �mð ÞeTkþ1�k0 I�Qk0ð Þ�1rK�1
k0 ;

ð25Þ

where rK�1
k0 ¼

: ½Rðk0Þ; Rðk0 þ 1Þ; . . . ; RðK � 1Þ�.
Then, the expected number of transmitted bits in one

decision epoch under the policy  k0 is

E B  k0ð Þ½ � ¼ E E b0 sk; sk0ð Þ½ � k � k0j½ �

¼
�d � �mð Þ

PK�1
k¼k0 pke

T
kþ1�k0 I�Qk0ð Þ�1rK�1

k0

1� Pk0

¼ �d � �mð ÞpK�1
k0 I�Qk0ð Þ�1rK�1

k0

1� Pk0
:

ð26Þ

Consequently, according to (22), (24), and (26), we get the

expected throughput of threshold strategy  k0 as follows:

E �  k0ð Þ½ � ¼ E B  k0ð Þ½ �
E Ta  k0ð Þ½ � þE Td  k0ð Þ½ �

¼ �d � �mð ÞpK�1
k0 I�Qk0ð Þ�1rK�1

k0

�dp
K�1
k0 I�Qk0ð Þ�1zK�1

k0 þ �S

I
þ �R

:

ð27Þ

5.2 Optimal Threshold Acquisition

In this section, we propose an efficient algorithm for

acquiring the optimal threshold as well as the optimal

strategy. The proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 2.

We explain the validity of this algorithm as follows.

Denote k� as the optimal threshold. Then, �� ¼ E½�ð k� Þ�. On

one hand, if E½�ð k� Þ� > ð�d��mÞ
�d

�R, then kr�� ¼ maxfk : RðkÞ <
�d

ð�d��mÞ�
�g (refer to Theorem 2). Thus, ð�d��mÞ�d

Rðkr�� Þ < E½ �
ð k� Þ� � ð�d��mÞ�d

Rðkr�� þ 1Þ. Recalling that kr�� ¼ k� � 1, we get

�d � �mð Þ
�d

R k� � 1ð Þ < E �  k�ð Þ½ � � �d � �mð Þ
�d

R k�ð Þ: ð28Þ
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Clearly, (28) is a necessary condition of the optimal threshold.

Define threshold k0 ¼ maxfk : ð�d��mÞ�d
Rðk� 1Þ < E½�ð kÞ�g.

Then, since all k > k0 cannot satisfy (28), we assert k� � k0.
Furthermore, if some k < k0 is the optimal threshold, then

according to (28), E½�ð kÞ� � ð�d��mÞ�d
RðkÞ � ð�d��mÞ�d

Rðk0 �
1Þ < E½�ð k0 Þ�. It is inconsistent with the assumption that

 k is the optimal strategy. As a consequence of the above, the

optimal threshold k� ¼ k0.
On the other hand, if for all k � �k,E½�ð kÞ� � ð�d��mÞ�d

Rðk �
1Þ, then the maximum expected system throughput
�� � ð�d��mÞ�d

Rð�k� 1Þ � ð�d��mÞ�d
�R. In this case, the optimal

threshold k� ¼ 0 (refer to Theorem 4), and the maximum
expected throughput �� ¼ ð�d��mÞ�d

�R is achieved by  k� .
As a result, using this algorithm, the optimal strategy is

acquired in at most OðkÞ, where k ¼ K � �k is the number of
the channel states where the achievable rate is higher than
the expected rate of single channel.

6 NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we use simulations to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed optimal channel access/release
scheme. Our simulations are developed using Matlab-based
discrete-event simulation system. The simulation results
presented below are based on the average of 10 independent
runs, each lasting for 10 seconds of simulation time.

6.1 Scenarios and Strategies

Without loss of generality, we consider a typical wireless
band with center frequency fc ¼ 500 MHz, where channels
are with equally bandwidth B ¼ 2 MHz. We consider
typical scenarios where mobile speed v ranges from 1 to
15 m=s. Correspondingly, the maximum Doppler frequency
shift fd ranges from 1 to 25 Hz. The average received SNR �0

is considered ranging from 1 to 15 dB, so as to cover most
communication scenarios. The wireless characteristic of
each scenario is then completely represented by a ð�0; vÞ
pair. For each pair of ð�0; vÞ, we generate multiple
independent channels, each with a series of time-varying
channel states. Such FSMC channel is built using the
method described in Section 3.2, where the rate interval
� ¼ 1 Mbps, packet duration �d ¼ 1 ms.

We consider three channel utilization strategies for
performance comparison. The first one is Opportunistic
Transmission. In such scheme, user could fully exploit the
time diversity of a single channel by adapting transmit rate
packet by packet perfectly. The theoretic average system
throughput and medium access delay can be easily
described, respectively, as �OT ¼ ð�d��mÞ�d

PK�1
k¼0 �kRðkÞ and

DOT ¼ 0.
The second one is Opportunistic Channel Access with

constant transmission duration scheme. In such scheme, user
sequentially probes channels and opportunistically accesses
a good channel for data transmission. User would utilize the
channel for a constant duration Tc (commonly set as channel
coherence time) once accessing it. For this part, we apply the
results of Shu and Krunz [9] to derive the corresponding
optimal OCA strategy for a given Tc, which is built on the
assumption that channel state is unchanged during Tc and
changes independently across Tcs. Actually, the value of Tc

influences the system throughput heavily in practical
scenarios with time-varying channels; however, little atten-
tion is paid on the acquisition of optimal Tc for a given
wireless environment in [9]. To eliminate the influence of
inappropriate value of Tc on the performance of OCA, we
find an optimal Tc for each ðv; �0Þ pair using exhaust
algorithm. Specifically, we derive the maximum achievable
system throughput under the optimal access strategy
(derived with different value of Tc using the method
proposed in [9]) in different scenarios. Then, for each
simulation scenario (represented by a ðv; �0Þ pair), we adopt
the Tc that leads to the maximum achievable throughput as
the exact transmission duration in the following simulations.
As in Fig. 3, we consider single user case, and thus channel
probing cost �p ¼ �S þ �R is 250 �s. Each curve presents a
given wireless scenario. Then, e.g., in the case that
ðv ¼ 5 m=s; �0 ¼ 15 dBÞ, we would adopt Tc ¼ 8 ms and the
corresponding optimal OCA strategy for performance
comparison.

The third one is our proposed Opportunistic Channel
Access and Release scheme (denoted as OCAR). The optimal
strategies for OCAR in different scenarios are obtained
using the algorithm described in Section 5.2.

6.2 Performance in Different Environments

In this section, we study system performance as a function of
environmental parameters such as mobile speed v and
average received SNR �0. As mentioned before, mobile
speed affects the channel changing rate directly. Thus, a
higher mobile speed indicates a more dynamic scenario
while a lower one leads to a more stable environment.
Averaged SNR �0 is another important factor relating to the
expected channel quality. A bigger �0 means a better channel
condition. Throughout this section, we consider that there is
only one user in the network, so as to focus on the impacts of
environmental factors. In such case, the channel probing cost
�p ¼ �S þ �R is a constant. We fix �m ¼ 50 �s and �p ¼ 500 �s
in this part.

To give an overall impression about the throughput of the

three channel utilization schemes in different environments,

we depict the expected system throughput as a function of �0

and v in Fig. 4. It is clear that the system throughput of

all these three schemes are increasing with �0. However, the

throughput gain of OCA and OCAR over OT (i.e., through-

put ratio: �OCA

�OT and �OCAR

�OT ) are decreasing with �0, which

indicates that frequency diversity exploitation is more

beneficial in poor channel condition. On the other hand,
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such throughput gain is decreasing with v (as the system

throughput of OCA and OCAR schemes are decreasing with

v, while that of OT is independent with v). The reason is that,

as channel changing rate increases, the decreasing transmis-

sion time in each epoch of OCA or OCAR boils the system

throughput gain down. Moreover, the scheme purely

exploiting the channel diversity in frequency domain (as

OCA) performs worse than the one exploiting time domain

diversity in single channel (as OT) when channel condition is

good and fast changing (i.e., �0 and v are high). Meanwhile,

our proposed OCAR scheme outperforms the other two

schemes in all cases by jointly exploiting channel diversity in

both time and frequency domain.
To learn more about the system performance of such joint

time-frequency diversity exploitation scheme, we draw
several performance metrics as a function of �0 and v,
respectively, in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8. We are interested in the
following performance metrics: 1) the average throughput,
denoted as the average number of bits transmitted by user in
each second; 2) the average medium access delay, denoted as
the average time user spends until it finds a good channel
and starts transmitting over it; and 3) the average data
transmission time in each decision epoch. To verify the
accuracy of our analysis, the throughput calculated accord-
ing to the analytical model and the one obtained from the
simulations are compared in these figures. For each scenario,
we build 50 independent FSMC channels with the corre-
sponding ð�0; vÞ pair for simulating the wireless environ-
ment, and run 10 independent simulations with each lasting
10 seconds of simulation time. As a result, we obtain a group
of performance outcome for each ð�0; vÞ pair, where �0 ¼
ð1; 2; . . . ; 15Þ dB and v ¼ ð1; 2; . . . ; 15Þ m=s.

In Figs. 5 and 6, we depict the expected system throughput

as a function of �0 and v, respectively. Note that both the

theoretical and simulation values here are averaged results

over either �0 or v. That is, as an example, the throughput of a

given �0 (denoted by �ð�0Þ) is an averaged result of �ð�0; vÞ
over variable v, i.e., �ð�0Þ ¼ 1

15

P15
v¼1 �ð�0; vÞ. Similarly,

�ðvÞ ¼ 1
15

P15
�0¼1 �ð�0; vÞ. The upper subfigure of each figure

is the throughput curve, and the lower one is the throughput

gain of OCAR over either OCA or OT, i.e., �OCAR

�OCA and �OCAR

�OT .
Fig. 5 shows the rising trend of the three channel

utilization schemes over �0. From the lower subfigure of
Fig. 5, we find that OCAR scheme achieves 45-55 percent
increment in average system throughput over OCA scheme
and 50-140 percent increment over OT. What is more
important, such joint time-frequency diversity exploitation
gain increases as �0 decreases. It indicates that our OCAR
scheme performs better in poor channel condition, where
throughput improvement is most needed. On the other hand,
Fig. 6 reveals the relationship between system throughput
and mobile speed. It is clearly shown that the system
throughput of OCA and OCAR schemes are decreasing with
v, while that of OT is independent with v. Nevertheless,
OCAR achieves substantial throughput improvement over
OT as shown in the lower subfigure of Fig. 6 (60 percent
increment even when v ¼ 15 m=s). Moreover, comparing
with OCA scheme, our OCAR outperforms 30 to 60 percent.
And as channel changing rate increases, the throughput gain
of OCAR over OCA increases. It means that our scheme is
more insensitive to the channel fluctuations than OCA.

We now study the average channel access delay of
OCAR and OCA schemes in different environments. The
results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Similar to Figs. 5 and
6, the upper part of each figure is derived from following
way: we first derive the access delay for each ð�0; vÞ pair
under corresponding optimal strategy, then average the
results over either �0 or v, i.e., Dð�0Þ ¼ 1

15

P15
v¼1 Dð�0; vÞ and
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Fig. 4. Throughput versus environmental factors �0 and v.

Fig. 5. Throughput and throughput gain versus average received SNR �0.

Fig. 6. Throughput and throughput gain versus mobile speed v.

Fig. 7. Access delay analysis versus average received SNR �0.



DðvÞ ¼ 1
15

P15
�0¼1 Dð�0; vÞ. These curves reveal the relation-

ships between average access delay and environmental
factors. It is clear that the throughput gain of multichannel
diversity exploitation is obtained at the cost of increasing
channel access delay, and OCAR achieves more throughput
gain than OCA with higher access delay. It seems that the
throughput gain is proportional to incremental access delay
for both OCAR and OCA. To further explore the exact
relations between throughput gain and access delay, we
calculated the ratio between throughput benefit and access
delay cost of OCAR over OT as well as that of OCA over
OT, i.e., �OCAR��OT

DOCAR and �OCA��OT

DOCA (since DOT ¼ 0). Then, the
outcome can be treated as the throughput improvement per
unit of access delay time. The results are presented in lower
parts of Figs. 7 and 8. What inspire us is that, though the
channel access delay of OCAR is higher than OCA, the
efficiency on improving throughput with delay cost of
OCAR is approximately twice greater than that of OCA.

In Fig. 9, we investigate the data transmission duration of
OCAR and OCA in each epoch. The solid line represents the
data transmission duration per epoch of OCA, while the
dashed line represents that of OCAR. Recalling that for
OCAR scheme, the data transmission time in each epoch is
random, we depict both the averaged value and the (10, 90)
percentiles value of data transmission time under OCAR.
We can find that in both subfigures, the trends of curves are
much alike: holds nearly constant when �0 varies and
decreases as v increases. This result tells us that the channel
occupying time per epoch is determined mainly by channel
changing rate. In addition, the curves show two important
characteristics: 1) the fluctuations of OCAR data transmis-
sion time are quite wide, and 2) the average data
transmission time of OCAR is much longer than that of
OCA. As the channel occupying time in each epoch is
determined by the instantaneous channel quality in OCAR

scheme, the first characteristic reveals the truth that the real
channel quality may either keep high for a considerable
long time or become poor in a wink. Thus, using a constant
transmission time (as OCA does) leads poor system
performance. Moreover, in order to guarantee that the
channel quality is highly correlated (unchanging with high
probability) during one transmission duration, the trans-
mission time of OCA is obviously much more conservative
than the average channel holding time, which results in the
second characteristic of the curves.

6.3 Impact of Measure Parameters

In this section, we further study the system performance as
a function of measure parameters such as channel monitor-
ing and probing cost. The practical channel measure cost
depends on the application system and corresponding
hardware configuration. Throughout this section, we con-
sider a typical scenario where ð�0 ¼ 10 dB, v ¼ 10 m=sÞ.

We first present the expected system throughput as a
function of both channel monitoring cost �m and channel
probing cost �p in Fig. 10. Here, �m ranges from 10 to 100 �s
and channel probing time �p ranges from 0.1 to 1 ms (such
value is reasonable for current hardware performance as
discussed in Section 3.1). A direct observation is that, the
variation of �m affects the performance of OCAR and OT
only, while the channel probing cost �p only influences the
results of OCAR and OCA. This is reasonable since �m is
paid for time-domain diversity exploitation and �p is paid
for frequency-domain diversity exploitation. Moreover, the
system throughput of OCAR and OT are linearly deceasing
with �m, while the variation of throughput of OCAR and
OCA with �p is more complicated.

In Fig. 11, we depict both theoretical and simulation
results of system throughput as a function of �p. Meanwhile,
the throughput gain of OCAR over OCA is also presented
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Fig. 9. Duration of transmission time in each epoch versus �0 and v.

Fig. 10. Throughput versus observing cost �m and �p.Fig. 8. Access delay analysis versus mobile speed v.

Fig. 11. Throughput and throughput gain versus probing cost �p.



in the lower part of this figure. There is no doubt that both

the throughput of OCAR and OCA are decreasing with �p,

since higher �p makes the channel exploration process more

expensive. As shown in the figure, the throughput of OCA

decreases as �p increases, and even performs worse than OT

when �p > 0:6 ms. In contrast, our proposed OCAR scheme

outperforms OT 50 percent even when �p ¼ 1 ms. From the

lower subfigure, we find that throughput gain of OCAR

over OCA is increasing with �p, which means our OCAR

scheme is much more bearable on the increasing of channel

probing cost �p.
Fig. 12 shows the relationship between channel access

delay and channel probing cost. The upper part depicts the
channel access delay as a function of �p. It shows that: 1) the
access delay of both OCAR and OCA are increasing with �p;
2) OCAR leads higher access delay than OCA; however, the
delay gap between these two schemes (defined as DOCAR

DOCA ) is
gradually decreasing with �p. In addition, a interesting
observation is that the increase of access delay is not strictly
monotonic. To find out the root cause, we derive the
expected number of probed channel in each epoch as a
function of �p and present the result in lower part of Fig. 12.
From the curves, we find that the number of probed channel
decreases as the probing cost increases. It provides an
explanation to the nonlinear increasing property of access
delay curve: the increasing probing cost boiled down the
system throughput and user has to lower down the access
threshold so as to mitigate such loss.

As stated before, the value of channel monitoring time �m
also influences the system performance. However, we

skipped the simulation results about the impact of �m for

that: 1) the impact of �m is straightforward, i.e., simple

linear; and 2) it is also less severe than other parameters,

since �m is commonly less than 10 microseconds while other

parameters are in the level of milliseconds.

6.4 Multiuser Networks

In this section, we study the system performance in multiuser
scenarios. When there are multiple users in the network, the
time cost for each channel probing step is a random value
consisting of several �Ss and one �R, since channels may be
occupied by other users. In this section, we consider that
there are totally 30 independent channels (i.e, N ¼ 30). Each
channel is generated using the FSMC transition probability
derived with ð�0 ¼ 10 dB, v ¼ 10 m=sÞ. The �R is fixed at
100 �s. We consider �S ranging from 50 to 500 �s and M
ranging from 1 to 20.

The expected system throughput of all the mentioned
channel utilization schemes with different ð�S;MÞ pairs are
presented in Fig. 13, where the throughput is normalized by
user number. It is shown that the normalized throughput of
OT is a constant, while that of OCA and OCAR are
decreasing with both �S and M. This is reasonable since the
increase of M and �S raises the time cost for a successful
channel probing.

We further evaluate the system performance by simula-
tions. The overall system throughput and access delay are
presented as functions of M in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively,
where �S is fixed to be 250 �s. It shows that the simulation
results match the analysis results well in both figures. In
upper part of Fig. 14, the system throughput of both OCA
and OCAR are increasing sublinear with M. Moreover, it
shows that our proposed OCAR scheme outperforms the
other two schemes a lot and the throughput benefit of OCA
over OT in multiuser scenario is very limited (when M up
to 16, such benefit is near zero). To further explore the
benefit of OCAR scheme, we depict the throughput gain of
OCAR over OCA and OT, respectively, in the lower part of
Fig. 14. Clearly, it is shown that the throughput gain over
OT is decreasing with M and that over OCA is increasing
with M. This is reasonable since that: 1) the increasing
number of users raises the cost for channel probing and
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Fig. 12. Access delay analysis versus probing cost �p.

Fig. 13. Throughput versus �S and M.

Fig. 14. Total throughput and throughput gain versus M.

Fig. 15. Access delay analysis versus number of users M.



thus brings down the benefits of frequency diversity
exploitation; and 2) OCAR is less susceptible to the increase
of probing cost comparing with OCA.

The upper part of Fig. 15 shows the rising trend of
channel access delay in respect of M. We further depict the
ratio between the incremental throughput and additional
access delay of OCAR and OCA in the lower part of Fig. 15,
i.e., �OCAR��OT

DOCAR and �OCA��OT

DOCA . It clearly shows that, although
OCAR results in bigger channel access delay as M
increases, it leads to a much higher efficiency on improving
throughput with delay.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we propose a time-frequency opportunistic
channel utilization scheme, to exploit link-layer diversity in
multichannel system under Rayleigh fading environment.
We find that the throughput-optimal channel access/
release strategy has a threshold structure, which indicates
that user could easily make the right decisions on when and
which channel to access and when to release the channel
simply by comparing current channel quality with the
threshold. Simulation results show that our proposed
channel utilization scheme yields substantial throughput
gain over conventional approaches. Moreover, note that the
problem of exploiting multiuser diversity in single-channel
networks is essentially equivalent to that of exploiting
multichannel diversity in single-user’ perspective, we can easily
extend our framework to single-channel multiuser system
for joint time and space diversity exploitation.

Although the proposed scheme in this paper could be
applied in multiuser networks with slight constrain, it still
stays in a link perspective, ignoring competition and
collision between users as well as space diversity across
users. It is of great interest to generalize this study to
multiuser multichannel networks, investigating distributed
scheme to jointly exploit time-frequency-space opportu-
nities. We are currently working along this avenue.
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